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People often talk about “having a good character,” but what  

does that mean?  A person’s character is shown by how they 

think, act, and feel in life.  Character isn’t just one thing, it’s the 

pattern a person demonstrates by how they interact with others 

and how they treat themselves.   

A person with “good character” acts, thinks, and feels in a way that matches some commonly  

accepted “good” traits, like being honest, responsible, caring, and fair. 

Character is formed and revealed by how a person deals with everyday situations as well as 

greater pressures and temptations. The way one treats people tells about their character. How a 

person behaves when no one is looking shows their character more than what they say or do to 

gain a good reputation.  

Everyone makes mistakes and learns from them. But when someone of good character makes a 

mistake, they take responsibility for it. They also show perseverance, which means they will 

make good choices and they’ll do the right thing, even when it’s hard. 

In moments when you have something difficult to overcome this can be a character-building  

experience, because it helps you prove to yourself that you can make a good choice that is in 

line with your values. All the character-building moments in your life help you grow into a person 

with good character. 

The results we achieve in any given situation depends, more than anything else, on how we  

respond to the events and circumstances we are facing.  It is our character traits that determine 

how we will respond to those events and circumstances.  Therefore, it really is our character that 

determines our success! 

It is not weak to say, “I’m not OK 

and I need help.” On the contrary; 

it is brave. It is courageous. And, 

in the end, it could save your life. 

Sometimes the hardest part  

of the journey is believing you  

are worth the trip. But we are here  

to tell you that you are. 

https://sccbi.info/clubhouse/bridgeoncenter/


Idioms are phrases that mean something different than what they say. 

They don’t make sense, but we understand the meaning. 

Match the idiom to its correct meaning. 

 

  Idiom     Meaning 

 ______  1. time flies a. to get nervous 

 ______  2. hit the sack b. to make something worse 

 ______  3. to be in hot water c. very happy 

 ______  4. to be in the same boat d. very expensive 

 ______  5. to get cold feet e. go to bed 

 ______  6. on top of the world f. good luck 

 ______  7. cost an arm and a leg g. to go by fast 

 ______  8. break a leg h. to be in trouble 

 ______  9. to be down in the dumps i. to be in the same situation 

 ______  10. to add fuel to the fire j. very sad 
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ADD UP 
The number in each circle is the sum of 

the two below it. Which number belongs 

in the top circle: 110, 115, or 120? 

WORD SEARCH 
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DOG 

People call this the World’s Hardest Word Search. 

Can you find the hidden "dog"? 

 

 Think Be 

Positive  Positive 



August is National Sandwich Month 

In 1952, the Wheat Flour Institute established August as  

National Sandwich Month. Newspapers across the country 

filled their pages with recipes fit for the Earl of Sandwich and 

picnics alike. The annual observance continues today. 

SANDWICH HACKS 

 When making a BLT, weave the bacon together to avoid 

the bacon from falling out when you bite into it. 

 Worried about “fridge thieves” sealing your sandwich  

at the office? Get a Moldy Sandwich Bag. The bag isn’t 

really moldy; it only gives the appearance your lunch  

looks  moldy and spoiled. 

 Instead of bread or toast, make your breakfast 

sandwiches with waffles. 

 Turn your freshly-baked bread over and slice  

it on the soft side. That helps prevent squishing 

the bread. 

Aerobic exercise can improve  

thinking, memory in seniors 

A new study finds that aerobic exercise can  

improve older adults' thinking and memory, even  

if they're longtime couch potatoes. 

This type of exercise increases blood flow to the 

brain and counters the effects of normal aging, 

according to the study published online May 13  

in the journal Neurology. 

"As we all find out eventually, we lose a bit men-

tally and physically as we age. But even if you 

start an exercise program later in life, the benefit 

to your brain may be immense," said study author 

Marc Poulin, of the University of Calgary School of 

Medicine in Canada. 

"Sure, aerobic exercise gets blood moving through 

your body. As our study found, it may also get 

blood moving to your brain, particularly in areas 

responsible for verbal fluency and executive  

functions. Our finding may be important, especially 

for older adults at risk for Alzheimer's and other 

dementias and brain disease," Poulin said in a 

journal news release. 

Source: 2020 HealthDay 

Can vitamin C improve your 

mood? 

The link between vitamin C and mood might 

seem surprising, but people who have vitamin C 

deficiency often feel fatigued or depressed. 

Studies of hospitalized patients — who often 

have lower than normal vitamin C levels — 

have found that their mood improved after they 

received vitamin C. 

But even for people who aren't known to have 

low vitamin C levels, taking a vitamin C supple-

ment might help mood. A study of high school 

students indicated that vitamin C lowered anxie-

ty levels, and other studies have shown mood-

elevating effects from taking vitamin C. 

More research is needed, but, in the meantime, 

eat plenty of fruits and vegetables rich in vitamin 

C, such as oranges and red peppers. If you also 

take a supplement, try not to exceed the upper 

limit of 2,000 milligrams of vitamin C a day. As 

always, talk to your doctor before taking any 

supplement. 

Source: Mayo Clinic 

When I have a HEADACHE,  

I always take 2 aspirin and  

KEEP AWAY FROM CHILDREN  

— just as it says on the bottle! 
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“Sometimes it’s good to change your routine. 

Try walking around the block  

instead of wandering around the kitchen.” 

https://www.upi.com/Health_News/


 

Tuesday, August 18, 11am–2pm,  

at the North Park shelter, 1801 North State Street 

 As noted at the top of the next page,  

      transportation preferred by member or bus 

 Bridge on Center will provide lunch  and water from Hy-Vee 

 Socialize with each other and “Mystery Guests” 

 Bring or wear a facemask (except for eating)  

 Don’t forget your sunglasses and hats  

 Restrooms will be open 

Mark your  

calendar now  

and call Jackie  

at 233.6880 to RSVP  

by the 11th 

PICNIC IN THE PARK 

COLORING PAGE 



Transportation  

To save time spent picking up people for activities at the clubhouse and to keep our 

social distance, consumers who are able to drive themselves are expected do so.  

County staff are allowed to have only one passenger in the van at a time.  

The driver and the passenger must each wear a mask. 

Another option is for you to arrange a ride with Heartland Express.   

They can be reached at 359.2717, Monday through Friday, from 8am to 3pm.  

You must call 1 to 14 business days in advance of your needed ride. 

COVID-19 

 If you feel sick or have been exposed to COVID-19 or  

are of high risk, please stay home. 

 6ft social distancing required between families or groups. 

 Wash you hands frequently—before leaving your home 

and when you return; bring hand sanitizer. 

Brown County 

Local Advisory Council on 

Mental Health 

The purpose of the Brown County Local Advisory Council (LAC) on Mental Health is  

to bring awareness and education of mental health issues to community, families, and 

individuals. The LAC is state-mandated to identify gaps in services and discrepancies 

of mental health services and report these to the commissioners. The LAC identifies 

and advocates for Brown County and its needs for mental health services. 
The LAC is open to any consumer of mental health services, family member of an adult or child with mental illness,  

or community member with interest in mental health service availability. 
Quarterly meetings are held in the Brown County Community Services Building and are open to the public. 
If you have questions or are interested in becoming a consumer or community member, please call 507.233.6850  

or 507.233.6851. 

Do you need something fun 

and healthy to do during 

the pandemic? Bridge on 

Center has two bicycles for 

members to use at no cost! 

New Ulm has a fabulous 

bike trail that goes the 

whole length of the town. 

What a great way to cruise 

around and see all there is 

to see. To check out a bike, 

give Jackie a call at 

507.233.6880. 

 July   6 .... Ken & Ken Show 

 July 13 .... The Wendinger Band 

 July 20 .... The Misfits 

 July 27 .... Garage Band 

 August   3 .... TBA 

 August 10 .... Sleepy Eye Concertina Band 

 August 17 .... Larry Mages and the Mages Family Band 

 August 24 .... Molly & Sonny Boy 

 August 31 .... TBA 

In case of inclement weather, listen to KNUJ or  

call the cancellation line at 507.354.9041 for updates. 

Concerts in the Park 
Mondays, 7pm 

Johnson Park Football Field 

  

   

  

   

Movie  

Lending 

Library 

If you are interested 

in borrowing movies 

from the clubhouse,  

please call the  

coordinator’s office  

at 507.233.6880. 

Jackie will compile 

requests and make 

arrangements to 

bring the movies  

to your doorstep.  
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Open Hours  

with Jackie 

9:30–11:3 0 
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1:30–3:3 0 
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RSVP for Picnic 
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Picnic at North Park  

11–2 

details on page 4  
of this newsletter 
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with Jackie 
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1:30–3:3 0 

Open Hours  

with Jackie 

1:30–3:3 0 
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Open Hours  

with Jackie 

9:30–11:3 0 

    

Please call the coordinator’s office at 233.6880 to sign up for groups. There will 

be a limit of 5 persons per group. Groups can now be held inside the clubhouse,  

if needed. You must wear a mask at all times while you are in the building. 

Note that, currently, the Clubhouse is not open on weekends. 

 10   11      12        13           14  

  3   4       5         6            7  

 17   18      19         20            21  

 24   25      26          27            28  

 31 

feel good about yourself Every Day 

Phone Numbers 

Clubhouse 

359.6541          

Jackie 

233.6880 

Social Workers 

Brian ............... 359.6536 

Claire ............... 233.6851 

Emily ............... 233.6850 

Josh ................. 233.6884 

 

Julie ................ 359.6591 

Kim ................. 359.6559 

Mary Lou ........ 359.6525 

Steve .............. 359.6534 


